I. INTRODUCTION
Satellite tracked drifting buoys have been used by the U.S. Coast Guard for predicting the drift of various objects in the oceans. The U . S . Coast Guard, International Ice Patrol (IIP) has broadcasted to mariners the limits of sea ice and icebergs in the western North Atlantic region each spring and summer since 1914. IIP estimates the sea ice and iceberg limits based upon overflights combined with a numerical model of iceberg drift with currents that are updated using mixed layer drifters. The S 4 EMCMs were suspended within a frame at 0.74 meters depth. The S4 frame was attached to a float sized to match the drift of the life rafts. The frame was attached by 15 m line to the pivot point or sea drogue point of the SAR target. Fig.3 is the arrangement used for the 5.6 m wooden plank boat.
METHODS

)
Introduction
For the leeway studies 10 minute vector averages of wind and leeway were sampled. The floats tested were spheres, cylinders, discs, and cubes. This data set is now being analyzed.
3) Leeway Studies
Complete leeway equations for leeway as fuinction of wind speed are presented in (61 and [ 7 ] . Leeway values for the Cuban refugee raft and commercial fishing vessel are being analyzed. The leeway determined by these studies are lower in speed and contained less divergence from the downwind direction than the values published in the National S?LR manual 
V. FUTURE STUDIES
Further work is planned for CODE drifters. We have plans to conduct tow tank calibrations of the S4 EMCM within the CODE drifter as a system. We also conduct a test were the S4 EMCM will be slowly rotated (about 1 revolutions per minute) about its vertical axis to determine if the 54 EMCM records an apparent horizontal current. We will use a system of weights and pulleys to mechanical tow the S4 EMCM at low speeds (1-5 cm/s).
Leeway studies are continuing. Other SAR target of from the mid to larger size will be studied using the present technique. Smaller SAR targets such as person-in-the-water (PIWs) , PIU in survival suits, sail boards, 55 gallon drums will require modification to the present techniques.
